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The quality of performance of a decision-support system (or an expert system) is determined to a large 
extent by its underlying preference model (or knowledge base). The difficulties in preference and 
knowledge acquisition make them a major focus of current research in decision-support and expert 
systems. Researchers have used various concepts to develop promising acquisition techniques. One of 
the concepts used is knowledge maintenence where the knowledge base is changed in response to 
incorrect or inadequate performance by the expert system. This dissertation investigates a preference 
acquisition technique based on the reconciliation of inconsistencies between the preference model and 
the decision maker by allowing the decision maker to modify the preference model interactively. The 
technique can be used in the class of decision-support systems which objectively evaluate competing 
plans and select the best plan. The technique will be implemented in the domain of evaluating three-
dimensional (3-D) radiation treatment plans. Another major aim of the dissertation is to develop a 
clinically-relevant objective plan-evaluation model for 3-D radiation treatment plans, and to build a clinical 
decision-support system to assist in that task using the new preference acquisition method. 

























